
Ezy Outsourcing Hub Launches Ezy Offices
Service
Aims to improve accessibility and mobility of Plug and Play Offices with the company’s specialty of
quickly setting up both Office and Operations.

TAGUIG CITY, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, PHILIPPINES, September 20, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/

Ezy Offices is our new
service that aims to further
the accessibility of Plug and
Play enabled offices across
the best cities in Manila that
are ideal for establishing an
office location.”

Angela Sunga

-- Bonifacio Global City Taguig – Ezy Outsourcing Hub, an
Outsourcing and Offshoring solutions company that
provides a streamlined gateway service to businesses in
facilitating their entry and operations set up in the
Philippines, has launched Ezy Offices, a new service that
aims to make it easier for businesses to avail and lease
offices such as Serviced Offices, Managed Offices, BPO
Offices and Flexible Working Spaces that are geared for the
plug and play setup.
“Plug and Play enabled offices are relatively new but are
growing in demand due to their nature of being able to
avail of an office space quick by stating head count,

number of seats required and the furniture requirements,” said Angela Sunga, Ezy Outsourcing
Hub’s Country Director.

“Ezy Offices is our new service division that aims to further mobilize the accessibility and
availability of Plug and Play enabled offices across the best cities in Manila that are ideal for
establishing an office location.”
The office industry in the Philippines has seen its landscape change based on the introduction of
serviced offices that are modular, mobile, scalable and its flexibility to accommodate expansion.

Ezy Offices offers a quick and easy way to select the type, location and pricing model of the office
space that are currently available for leasing. Ezy Offices offers the best working locations in
Manila: BGC Taguig, Pasig, Makati, Mandaluyong and Quezon City. These locations are known to
be a hub for BPOs and Shared Service companies.
“Businesses that are looking to set up an office to house their outsourced team or an office to
set up an offshore support centre can easily choose the city and office location that are available
in Ezy Offices,” said Miguel Dela Rosa, Ezy Outsourcing Hub’s Operations Manager.

“Going further compared to other office providers, our company assists clients in supporting
their continued operations. We offer HR & Payroll services, Co-Management services and Staff
Recruitment services.”

When it comes to the office leasing market in Manila, Philippines, serviced and flexible working
spaces are priced competitively. The prices and lease rates for premium serviced office spaces
are guaranteed cheaper compared to the commercial cities of Beijing, Calcutta, Hong Kong and
Singapore. Being priced cheaper is a growth variable that enables the country ‘s Business
Process Outsourcing (BPO) and Shared Service industry to welcome new investors.

Ezy Offices aims to streamline the process from office procurement to operations setup with an
executive concierge like service to help businesses establish their support centre in the

http://www.einpresswire.com


Philippines.

For more information or to request an office tour, please visit:
https://www.ezyoutsourcinghub.com/ezy-office/

About Ezy Offices
Ezy Offices is a division of Ezy Outsourcing Hub that is dedicated to the procurement of fully-
managed and fully-serviced office spaces for businesses that are looking  to setup an outsourced
or offshore operations in the Philippines. Ezy Offices is partnered with office providers to offer
premium office spaces, seat leasing, co-working spaces and BPO ready offices in the prime
locations of Manila.
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